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Abstract
Reducing the prevalence of diabetes and other non-communicable diseases is an urgent clinical priority for the UK and other countries. Achieving improved social networking among isolated people with long-term health needs has been shown to build confidence and self-efficacy, leading to improved health and other outcomes, improved service delivery and to reduce healthcare costs. This article describes the ‘Healthier Fleetwood’ initiative which uses social networking to increase physical activity and improve diet, which are key to preventing the onset of diabetes and other non-communicable diseases.

Introduction
Reducing the prevalence of diabetes and other non-communicable diseases (NCDs) is an urgent clinical priority for the UK and other countries. Local initiatives based firmly within the culture of local communities are valuable approaches to achieve this goal. ‘Healthier Fleetwood’ is a programme based in an area of widespread social disadvantage in the north of England. The programme is based on the potential of fostering social networking, which has been shown to build confidence and self-efficacy, and to empower local communities to bring about positive change. Approaches based on improved social networking have been shown previously in other areas to improve health and other outcomes, to improve service delivery and to reduce healthcare costs.

‘Healthier Fleetwood’ is a programme designed to promote social interaction and to increase physical activity using established local initiatives, such as shared management of green spaces. Engagement with schoolchildren and families is planned to improve knowledge regarding a healthier diet.

Social and clinical context: Fleetwood
Demographic and disease characteristics from Fleetwood have been compiled by Lancashire County Council: their findings, summarised briefly here, describe an area of substantial disadvantage and unmet healthcare needs. Fleetwood is situated on the Fylde coast in Lancashire, with a population of about 25,000 (98% white/Caucasian, evenly balanced between genders). Families with needs and low income workers were two of the three dominant social groups identified by Mosaic demographic analysis.

About half of individuals registered at local primary care practices (including ours) were in the lowest (most severe) category of socioeconomic disadvantage compared with about one-fifth for the national UK average (Figure 1). Similarly, the proportions in the highest (least severe) quintile for social disadvantage were markedly lower for Fleetwood compared with the UK as a whole (Figure 1). Five local government wards containing 93% of the local population rank between 6,127 and 7,552 for a social deprivation index, out of 7,632 such areas in the UK. The prevalence of 18/20 specific ailments is higher than the national UK average in Fleetwood, including diabetes (7.9% vs. 6.4%). Life expectancy varies greatly across the region, from 9–10 years lower life expectancy than the UK average in one ward to 8 years higher than the national average in another, with similar trends for men and women.
Background to the intervention

The principal objective of the intervention is to encourage residents of Fleetwood to improve their lifestyles. Healthcare professionals will doubtless be familiar with the negative (or frankly sceptical) response to a need for lifestyle modification among sedentary, obese patients who would likely benefit from it the most. The author’s personal experience includes too many patients who are unable to see beyond the pressing concerns of getting through each day to engage constructively with their need for an improved lifestyle. Accordingly, ‘Healthier Fleetwood’ draws on a model of ‘Health Creation’ within a context of improved social networks. This approach helps to empower patients to take greater responsibility for their healthcare needs by giving them a greater feeling of engagement with, and control of, their environment. ‘Contact’, ‘Confidence’ and ‘Control’, as described below.

Importance of social networks: contact, confidence, control

Long-term health

Participation within social networks – contact with friends, relations, acquaintances, colleagues, etc. – has been associated strongly with positive health and other outcomes (see Figure 2). Benefits associated with access to a social network include reduced risk of depression and better maintenance of cognitive function (and reduced risk of dementia) in older persons. Conversely, the absence of social networks is associated with negative health outcomes.

Greater versus lesser participation in social networks was associated with reduced mortality in a large meta-analysis (308,849 subjects across 148 studies), particularly when a complex measure of social integration was used that reflected the multifaceted needs of the study population (odds ratio 1.91, 95% CI 1.63 to 2.23).

These findings are consistent with a need to shift the focus of care for NCDs such as diabetes from a medical to a non-medical societal model to engage communities better in their own health-care creation, facilitated by better contact and support from local stakeholders in healthcare and local and national government. Interventions based in the community provide opportunities to improve social networking. A community-based public health intervention in Lewisham, London (another area with high levels of disadvantage), designed with strong links with general practice, confirms the potential benefits from this approach. The intervention resulted in increased numbers of local residents entering a smoking cessation support service (up to 62% by area), more fruit and vegetables consumed by 22% and 33% increased their physical activity; overall, 53% reported positive lifestyle changes.

Other social benefits

Areas with stronger social networks (higher ‘collective efficacy’) experience less crime and delinquency, and the formation of social ties increases the confidence of residents in their community by promoting social organisation. Additionally, promoting social networks facilitates employment and enhances employability while helping to build an environment with lower levels of crime and antisocial behaviours. The Healthy Communities Collaborative, a community-driven initiative led by local people which promoted social cohesion and teamwork, demonstrated increases in perceptions of the area being a good place to live (12%); the extent to which people showed concern for each other (12%); and belief in the possibility of effecting positive change in their community (48%). Social cohesion and informal social control are key to bringing a community together to improve its environment; crucially, the main success factor in such an approach is participation in local organisations, associations, clubs, etc.

In the UK, a community development programme on the Beacon estate in Cornwall demonstrated significant and sustained changes, defined and designed by the community themselves. Working together fostered belief in their ability to effect change, building confidence to secure improvements in housing, education, health and crime, and these benefits were sustained for 15 years by 2014. Ability to exert control is an important facet of the psychosocial environment, and this has been described as an important risk factor for coronary heart disease related to stressful employment. Elsewhere, the ‘LinkAge Plus’ programme developed and deepened social networks for older people while redesigning services with their help, resulting in significant improvements in health and independence.

Better public services

Supporting people to take greater control of their environment, as seen for example in the project in Lewisham described above, in turn facilitates negotiation of new relationships with statutory agencies, saving time and resources for local government, with the potential for improved and more effectively delivered services.
Involvement of the state and its services are critical to enabling control and independence, with local activity in a national context appearing to be especially effective. In addition, this approach helps to build resilience into public services, in the face of economic or other challenges.

Cost-effectiveness
Investment to address the association between poor health and poor social networks can both break the cycle of disadvantage and also decrease the cost of healthcare. Experience from the NHS-funded Health Empowerment Leveragen Project (HELP), based on the process of asset-based community development, suggests achievable savings of about £80,000/year/neighbourhood. The same author suggests that two years of work should leave a self-renewing resident group, supported by existing front-line workers, supported by the longevity of the Beacon project described above. An internal analysis from HELP suggested a 3-year saving to the NHS of £558,714 across three neighbourhoods based on ‘cautious but evidence-based’ estimates of 5% improvements in health factors resulting from increased community activity and building social networks. This represented a return of 1:3.8 on a £145,000 investment in community development, with additional savings of £96,448/year/neighbourhood from reduced crime and antisocial behaviour. Other data support these findings.

Building social networks reduces NHS service use. Supporting social networks for people with coronary heart disease and diabetes led to significant reductions in NHS service use in a longitudinal study. The UK government-funded Partnerships for Older People Project with older people included a range of social provisions, from lunch clubs to formal services to aid discharge from hospital. Overall, the programme achieved reductions in overnight hospital stays (by 47%), use of emergency department visits (by 29%), telephone calls to GPs (by 28%) and GP appointments (by 10%). Each £1 spent on these services generated £1.20 in savings on emergency inpatient provision. The National Endowment for Science Technology and the Arts (NESTA) estimated that ‘people powered health interventions’ can reduce emergency department visits, planned/unplanned hospital admissions and the need for outpatient services. NESTA calculated the potential savings to be 7% overall for Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs; average of £21 million/CCG) and £4.4 billion across all of England.

Building social networks in Fleetwood
GPs in the area can prescribe gym-based exercise via the Y-Active Project run by our local YMCA. However, many people do not enjoy – and thus do not adhere to – this type of intervention. ‘Healthier Fleetwood’ builds on existing local activities to promote improved diet and increased physical activity within enhanced social networks. For example, the Willow Garden Project has been used as an inspiration to create more green spaces locally, maintained by volunteers to look after them. The positive effect on the local environment helps further to build community cohesion, within a virtuous cycle. A dedicated Dementia Garden will feature health-promoting herbs and vegetation, as well as ‘reminiscence spaces’.

Our volunteer gardeners will also tend to the gardens of the elderly who are no longer able to look after them themselves. Again this will not only have positive physical benefits but it will also reduce the degree of social isolation experienced by the elderly and house-bound. These activities are consistent with the twin aims of increasing social interaction and increasing physical activity. We will also focus on increasing activity levels amongst primary school-aged children via a number of initiatives, such as running a daily mile.

Improved diet is another area of focus. Social groupings create an opportunity to move away from processed foods towards teaching people to eat more healthily. Fleetwood is historically a fishing community, providing an opportunity to focus on the benefits of this source of lean protein. Moreover, parents and children have lost the social interaction of cooking and eating together. We plan to bring an educator into our primary schools and then have them cook for their parents, and then sit and enjoy the meal together using the facilities of local restaurants and Fleetwood Town Football Club, another notable local social institution.

Discussion
Good adherence with lifestyle interventions, with associated weight loss, holds the key to reducing the risk of NCDs, including diabetes, in at-risk populations. A systematic review confirmed that diabetes prevention programmes with a pragmatic design suited to real-world situations can deliver worthwhile weight loss and reduced risk of diabetes. However, the proportion of individuals who successfully increase their level of physical activity and improve their diet over the long term is usually low, not least because they do not understand and/or believe in the potential benefits to be gained from an improved lifestyle.

Reducing social isolation by building strong communities appears to be a key component of approaches to tackling health
inequalities at a community level. The evidence described above suggests that a combination of self-help and independence with peer support, social inclusion, availability of meaningful group-based activities, advocacy and support that is responsive, personalised and dependable will reduce the detrimental health impact of long-term conditions such as diabetes. Small simple interventions designed by local people have had significant beneficial effects. Such an approach appears to be suited ideally to the development of local activities at a time when diabetes prevention is identified as a significant national health priority. ‘Healthier Fleetwood’ is designed to build on the established theoretical promise of social networking, with activities designed pragmatically and firmly embedded within the customs and culture of the local community.
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